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HAVING AN ABUNDANCE MINDSET
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Name:       Date:   

ABUNDANCE 
MINDSET
(EXPANDING)

INVESTMENTS: 
Combining resources and capabilities in ways 
that continually create higher value.

EXPONENTIAL: 
Improvements, progress, and achieve-
ments that continually multiply one 
another.

MARKET/NETWORK: 
Systems of expanding cooper-
ation that multiply everyone’s 
capabilities.

VALUE CREATION PROCESS: 
Transforming complexities 
into simplicities that multiply.

UNIQUE ABILITY® TEAMWORK: 
A system of utilizing and 
multiplying everyone’s best 
talents.

OPPORTUNITY: 
Continual transformation of 
existing capabilities to create 
bigger possibilities.

CONTRIBUTION: 
Using one’s capabilities to mul-
tiply the capabilities of others.

FREEDOM:  
Fostering capability to grow without 
restrictions, limitations, obstacles, or 
barriers.

LEADERSHIP:  
Enabling others to visualize bigger futures 
and influencing them to achieve those 
futures.

PURPOSE: 
Lifetime growth by uniquely multiplying the 
futures of other people.
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THE FRONT STAGE/BACK STAGE MODEL®
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All of the activities in business.

BACK STAGE:
CAPABILITY
Your company’s unique strengths and 
talents that create and support what’s 
presented to your prospects and clients.

TEAMWORK/COMMUNICATION
The collaboration, communication, and 
delegation between team members with 
complementary Unique Abilities.

COORDINATION/ORGANIZATION
Creating and documenting systems and 
processes to coordinate activities within 
and between teams.

FRONT STAGE:
UNIQUE EXPERIENCE
Everything that can be seen and experienced 
by your clients and prospects.

PACKAGING/BRANDING
Differentiating your value creation from all 
competition in a positive, appealing, impact-
ful, and permanent manner.

VALUE CREATION
Providing leadership, relationship, and 
creativity based on their current dangers, 
opportunities, and strengths.
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THE ABUNDANCE ACCELERATOR 

Name:      Date:  

FRONT STAGE FOCUS

VOTA IMPACT

VISION: Why is this important? What’s 
the ideal outcome?

VISION: Why is this important? What’s 
the ideal outcome?

OPPOSITION: What are the obstacles 
or questions to be transformed?

OPPOSITION: What are the obstacles 
or questions to be transformed?

TRANSFORMATION: What strategies 
would best move this forward?

TRANSFORMATION: What strategies 
would best move this forward?

ACTION: What’s the first action  
you can put in motion?

BY WHEN?

BY WHEN?

WHO’S INVOLVED?

WHO’S INVOLVED?

BACK STAGE FOCUS

VOTA IMPACT

ACTION: What’s the first action  
you can put in motion?
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In-Person Sessions:  
4 workshops/year

Online Sessions:  
6 workshops/year

Duration:  
8 hours/session

Duration:  
4 hours/session

Location:  
Toronto, Chicago, L.A., and 
London options

Location:  
Online

Time:  
9 a.m. – 5 p.m.

Time:  
PT, ET, and GMT options

Investment
U.S. locations: US$10,000  
Canadian locations: CA$12,500
UK locations: £7,200

Investment:  
US$10,000

Benefits:
Dedicated focusing environment

Immediate and personal connections

Travel = more time for planning and  
preparation

Benefits: 
More frequent connections

Increased convenience and flexibility

No travel = saves time and money

THE STRATEGIC COACH® SIGNATURE PROGRAM:  

TWO WAYS

• A Consistent Workshop Experience

• Dynamic Program Content

• A One-Of-A-Kind Community Of Entrepreneurs

• An Experienced Entrepreneurial Coach

• One-On-One Support

• Community Connection Opportunities

• Team Resources And Support

• 24/7 Online Access

WHAT YOU ALWAYS GET

CLASSIC PROGRAMVIRTUAL PROGRAM

TM & © 2020. The Strategic Coach Inc. All rights reserved. MK.SCSPWYG.100
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A FIRST-CLASS STRATEGIC COACH® EXPERIENCE
We uphold the same rigorous quality standards expected from Strategic Coach in our virtual program to ensure 
results, breakthroughs, and massive growth. Enjoy the same content, tools, and resources as our in-person  
workshops from wherever you are!

INTERACTIVE AND COMPREHENSIVE
This is not a program for those who want another sit-back-and-watch Zoom conference call. Rather, our virtual 
program facilitates intimate connections with breakout rooms for small-group sharing as well as full-group  
discussions with no more than 40 participants. You’ll be engaged in a dynamic setting with coaches and other 
participants, so be ready to un-mute yourself and participate to get the most out of your experience.

INCREASED CONVENIENCE AND FLEXIBILITY
The beauty of entrepreneurship is the freedom and flexibility it can allow in your life and business. For many,  
that was what drew them to entrepreneurship in the first place! That’s why our virtual program is perfect for  
entrepreneurs who value convenience and would like the freedom to attend from anywhere, saving on travel costs 
and complexities.

INCREASED ACCESS AND VIRTUAL CONNECTIONS
If you thrive with more frequent contact, shorter sessions, and more one-on-one calls, our virtual program is for 
you. And just like with our in-person workshops, you’ll have the opportunity to connect with a global group of 
entrepreneurs from a variety of industries. The diversity of thinking, businesses, and backgrounds in our virtual 
program offers a powerful dynamic that is sure to elevate the way you think about your own business.

A FOCUSED EXPERIENCE
Distractions are common in entrepreneurs’ daily lives. Take this unique opportunity to step away from the  
day-to-day and focus on your mindset, your progress, and your next steps. To get the most out of the Program 
and maximize your strategic thinking time, make sure to protect your time and space so you can be fully present. 
Since you won’t be in a physical workshop environment, it’s vital to have a dedicated, distraction-free space and 
block out the time in your calendar to give your future the attention it deserves.

BY ENTREPRENEURS FOR ENTREPRENEURS
Being a part of an elite community of like-minded entrepreneurs is paramount to success. We know this from ex-
perience, which is why our virtual program connects you with coaches who are also entrepreneurs. That way, you 
have peer support, a valuable network, and mentor guidance as you move forward on your entrepreneurial journey.

“I joined Strategic Coach for three reasons: enhanced opportunities, connections, and a 
like-minded community. The virtual workshop sessions have surpassed my expectations in 
these areas, and I appreciate being able to tap into Strategic Coach resources as well as the 
knowledge and experiences of my fellow entrepreneurs online. I feel continually supported 
and inspired, and the workshops continue to make a big impact on me and my business.” 

JOHN BOWEN | CEG WORLDWIDE, LLC | SAN MARTIN, CA

WHY OUR CLIENTS LOVE 
THE VIRTUAL PROGRAM

For more information or to register for the Program, call 416.531.7399 or 1.800.387.3206 in 
North America, or 0800 051 6413 from the UK, or visit strategiccoach.com.

https://www.strategiccoach.com/
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